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The action of supergravity, including mass and cosmological terms, is cast into Hamiltonian form in terms
of the graviton and fermion degrees of freedom, and the constraints corresponding to the coordinate and
supersymmetry invariances are exhibited. Absence of contact terms in first-order form is an immediate
consequence of the latter. Source interactions due to lowest-order exchange of a supergraviton are given in
the massive and massless cases. The gravitational zero-mass discontinuity persists in the fermion sector.
Invariances of the spin-3/2 field under chiral and dual transformations are analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supergravity" consists of two very particularly
coupled gauge fields, the Einstein and massless
Rarita-Schwinger systems. %e propose here to
analyze the dynamical properties of supergravity
through reduction of the coupled system to Hamil-
tonian form. The action will be a sum of kinetic
terms corresponding to its degrees of freedom to-
gether with the I agrange-multiplier-constraint
structure characteristic of the generators of the
gauge coordinate and supersymmetry transforma-
tions. In the process, it will become clear, from
the Hamiltonian viewpoint, why only minimal cou-
pling in first-order form, with no explicit contact
terms, ean admit supersymmetry.
Before performing the canonical reduction, we
shall explicitly analyze the free massless and
massive Rarita-Schwinger actions, where a corn-
plete reduction to the unconstrained dynamical
variables can be performed. %'hen the field
is coupled to a prescribed spinor current, the
supermatter interactions resulting from single-
fermion exchange have the form required by super-
symmetry to complement the one-graviton ex-
change interaction between stress-tensor sources.
Consequently the well-known' discontinuity between
strictly massless and the m =0 limit of massive
graviton exchange is to be expected in the fermion
sector a,iso, and will be drspl. ayed explicitly.
Massless Rarita-Schwinger theory exhibits two
apparently separate formal invariances —the first
is the usual chiral invariance associated with a
massless spinor, which seems to play an impor-
tant role in extended supergravity models. ' 'The
other is a duality invariance, quite similar to the
electromagnetic one, ' associated with the vector
aspect of the field. %e shall see that both trans-
formations are indeed implementable in terms of
conserved generators constructed from the canoni-
cal variables, and that they are in fact identical.
Physically, helicity rotations on the spin--,' or
spin-1 aspects of the field are equivalent as ex-
pected. %e shall also comment on these trans-
formations in the coupled case.
Hamiltonian analysis of full supergravity will
involve a number of interesting features. %e shall
see that the natural dynamical variables of the
fermion field are its components with respect to
local frames rather than the usual world indices.
It will also emerge that even when the system is
massive, the characteristic Lagr ange- multiplier
form of gauge fields is still preserved. This un-
usual feature foreshadows the supersymmetry
preserved when suitable matched mass and cosmo-
logical terms are present. ' In its final Hamilton-
ian form, the action will have precisely the struc-
ture of a doubly gauge invariant system in the
"vanishing" total Hamiltonian. Finally, we shall
comment on the relation between this structure
and the recent work of Teitelboim' on the algebra
of the constra, ints.
II. FREE MASSLESS THEORY
The free massless Rarita-Schwinger system
ean be entirely reduced to unconstrained Hamil-
tonian form in terms of its two helicity--, ' compo-
nents. The analysis of the linear constraint cor-
responding to the Abelian supersymmetry will be
instructive when we come to the full theory. In
the notation of Ref. 2, the Lagrangian reads
3&2= -2~& ~P'8'~~v&a .
It is manifestly invariant under Dg~=e~a(x). Per-
forming the space-time decomposition, we have
(up to a divergence)
'~e""[7~&,(y;s. —r.s,)4, + 24.r,r;s;0,]
Clearly, $0 is a Lagrange multiplier which en-
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which is equivalent to the form
kf 4,"(r's.+-0)4," (2.8)
appropriate to a real massless spinor field. In
terms of the field strengths
E = (} gTT II}— ~}J'}!sHATT (v x HATT)}
(2.9)
,'fC"v, (~--«-~,&).
The canonical antieommutation relations may be
variously expressed in terms of conjugate pairs
of variables; for example, the chiral combination
$~TT„=2 '~'(1+ 1'y, )gTT. In terms of these we have
(2.11)
where the 0 is the TT projection of the combined
spin-plus-space unit operator, and similarly for
The reduced field equations obtained by vary-
ing g~~ are clearly
E+y58= 0. (2.12)
forces the constraint
0'),.
~]g~ = 0, (2 3)
where we have used z"'~y,y, = 2yoa". Let us first
note that only the two gauge-invariant transverse
parts }I}, (S,pr -=0) of the spatial components re-
main in the action by virtue of the constraint. The
latter is needed in the time derivative (2,) term,
while the kinetic (2~) term is manifestly trans-
verse. However, the p}T=- (5„-& '8', 1)}I},-=p}1'},. are
not all independent, since (2.3) is equivalent to
&E 0')=0, (2.4)
whose solution is clearly y -=y ~ /~=0. This means
the canonical variables are the "doubly transverse"
components g~~ of g satisfying
* (2.5)
These two conditions imply that g is a single
Majorana spinor, describing two helicity degrees
of freedom. The general solution of (2.5) may be
expressed through projection operators:
}I'"=
~ap a'}&a}o1,4;= k.' a(&;»— ')'. (2.~)
%'e shall not need to insert the projector expl. icitly
in the action, because the operators sandwiched
by the g~~'s automatically respect their proper-
ties. (Note also that, while P and 0 are gauge
invariant, one can pick a gauge such that g= g
by proper choice' of n just as in electrodynamics
for A, ) The canonical form of the action in terms
of the unconstrained degrees of freedom g~~ is
then
(2.7)
III. CHIRAL AND DUALITY INVARIANCES
There are two apparently disjoint formal in-
variances of the g„ field in supergravity. In
terms of the field strengths
4f P V —~ ~ g Illa' Bf (3.1)
&&~ = y54~ ~ (3.4)
which has the same effect on (3.2c), since y, com-
mutes with the covariant derivative. A few words
of caution about the formal character of the trans-
formations must be said, however. First, equa-
tions (3.2) are only part of the full supergravity
system, and the g field also enters in the Einstein
and torsion equations. Second, it is not at all
clear that there exist transformations on the basic
fields g„which lead to (3.3) in general. Indeed,
this is not the case for Yang-Mills fields' because
the potential and field strength are not linearly re-
lated, and there is an implicit nonlinearity here
as well, due to the torsion. Finally, it is clear
that at the canonical level the transformation can-
not be implemented on all components; P„ for
example, is not even a, dynamical variable. %e
now investigate the situation for the free field, but
note first that the chirality transformation (3.4)
does leave the full supergravity action (and all
field equations) invariant in either first- or sec-
ond-order form, as is clear from simple Dirac
algebra.
The free-field duality rotation among electric
and magnetic components (2.9) states
«&& 0"=( 0"), 5(--0) =& x 0" (3 5)
or equivalently
5$TT v-2v x qTT 5j v x qTT (3.5)
However, since this is a first-order system, g~~
is determined by (2.12) to be y, & x HATT, so that on
shell the duality transformation reduces to a chiral
one 6g = y g . The corresponding generator is
d 3~qTT, y y yTT (3.7)
the spin- —,' field equations have the equivalent forms
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
(3.2c)
The last equation is the covariant equivalent of the
canonical equation (2.12). Clearly the duality rota-
tion
&f,.= *f... ~ *f. = f.. - (3.3)
transforms the equivalent forms (3.2a) and (3.2b)
into each other, while (3.2c) rotates into y, times
itself. This is an indication of the equivalence of
(3.3) and the chiral rotation
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which may be written in covariant form
6 =2i do, e"" ~py $8= do„j". (3.8}
The axial-vector current j", which is the dual of
the spin density S" ~, is clearly conserved, since
~„j"= |I)„y,R"= 0,
where R' is the Rarita-Schwinger operator. of
(3.2a). Just as the dual transformation parallels
the spin-1 case, the chiral one follows the spin-
& pattern, where the generator of 5X=y,A. is just
(3.12)
but the latter form is not what is obtained when we
set &p„=y,g~. Only the spin-1 rotation remains
as a corroboration of the effective masslessness
of the g field. This is perhaps not surprising
since the spin-1 content is unaffected by the con-
formally flat de Sitter metric, while a massive
spin--, field does not enjoy y, invariance whatever
the value of the cosmological constant.
IV. FREE MASSIVE THEORY
Q = da'„j, j "=xy5y" ~,
f„„=„g„—&„g„, s„=—D„+pmy„, (3.9)
where D„ is the usual metric covariant derivative
on a spin--,' field. In de Sitter space the quantity
X)„has the property that
(3.10)
for any spin--,' quantity o. (x). Clearly, y, invar-
iance no longer holds, because as usual with mass
terms
I),(m)y, = y, n„( m) . — (3.11)
But dual invarianee can be generalized: The for-
mal transformation 5f„„=~f„„is an invariance of
(3.2) as a function of f „. But is it a permitted
transformation? The quantity *f""satisfies the
identity X)„*f""=-0 in the de Sitter background, as
it does in flat space. Therefore we must have
X)„57""=0,which is compatible with the on-shell
equation" X),f""= 0. It therefore appears that
there remains duality, but not y„ invariance. 'The
duality-transformed version of (3.2c) is still
and j" is the dual of the spin density e'" ja. Thus,
there is a degeneracy (for the free field) between
the vector-like dual and spinor-like chiral rota-
tions to which the vector-spinor g„ean be sub-
jected, since both affect the helicity in the same
way.
One further important point deserves mention.
It has been shown that, in the extension of super-
gravity with appropriate mass and cosmological
terms, ' the fermion still behaves as a massless
field. ' lt still has only 2 degrees of freedom,
when analyzed in the de Sitter background which
corresponds to Minkowski space when a cosmo-
logical term is present. One would therefore ex-
pect some generalized version of our invariances
to hold here, as a manifestation of "masslessness. "
The field equations in de Sitter space are exactly
as in (3.2), but in terms of a modified f, „defined
as follows:
from which it follows that both y"$„=0 and &„g"
=0, the surviving components satisfying the Dirae
equation with mass m. 'The space-time decompo-
sition now leads to the form
,ie""g,y, (—y,s, —y, s, )p, +imp. ;o "p,.
—iP (2y'o' S,P —my'y~y, ).. (4.2)
Note that this is quite different from massive
electrodynamics, where introduction of rn, 'A, „'
gives rise to a term in m'A, ' and A, is no longer
a Lagrange multiplier. Thus, we still have a
gauge-like constraint even though there is no
gauge invariance. The resolution of this paradox
lies in the fact that while (, still disappears from
the reduced action without "using up" the con-
straint equation, the latter no longer removes
X
-
=y ~ g~ but rather expresses the longitudinal
part, y ~ g~ (which appears in the mg,.o "g, term)
as a function of X. Explicitly, the constraint
reads
(0 —m)X —my P =0, (4.3)
and X (or my ~ g~) remains to describe the helicity-
(+-,') states. However, as noted earlier, the ab-
sence of g,' terms corresponds to the existence of
extended supergravity with mass and cosmological
terms which is invariant under a slightly modified
supersymmetry transformation. After some
straightforward algebra, and use of the fact that
Xy"gX is a total divergence, one finds for L the
form
(4.4}
Redefining X' = (—,')'I'y, X puts the helicity--, ' term in
the desired form, ,'iX'(y ~ 8+ m)—X—', note that, as
in electrodynamics, these "longitudinal" exeita-
tions do not vanish as rn -0. We shall return to
their coupling in the next section.
The massive Rarita-Schwinger Lagrangian has
the form
(4.1)
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V. INTERACTION WITH SOURCES
Linearized gravitation coupled to a (necessarily
conserved) prescribed stress tensor T„„is well
known to lead to an interaction of the form
I2(m -0) fd'xd 'x' [T»D(x —x')T„'„
', T, '-D-(x x')T„'"-] (5.2)
because the helicity-zero mode does not decouple
from T„even in the limit. Is this characteristic
of higher-spin Bose fields repeated for spin —,'? We
shall investigate this in two ways, from the struc-
ture of the numerators of the covariant propagator
and from the canonical point of view. We may
read off the equivalent forms to (5.1) and (5.2)
from the corresponding Rarita-Schwinger prop-
agators coupled to a conserved prescribed spinor
current" j„and discover immediately that the
corresponding interactions read
(„,( = 0( f&' & * («', &'(* —*')'('
--.'y &~(.-')y j''],
(5.3)
I
~
( 0) ~fd d «((' «( (('„*-*'
-.'y IS(x x )y I'],
(5.4)
where $(x) is the Dirac propagator. Indeed, there
is a gratifying supersymmetry basis for these
facts, since it is known that for any system
(t„„'+ij„Nj, ——,'c, c„) (5.5)
I, (m =0}-fd'xd~x' [T,+(x —x')T'„„
'T
—D—(x —x')T„'"], (5.1)
whereas the massless limit of massive spin 2
leads to the physically different result'
y, y„*f-""+2mo ""(C(„=j~ (5.8)
has divergence
mo '"f„„=&„j', (5.9)
and, unless 8 j=0, one cannot recover the mass-
less equations. Contracting y„ into (5.8} gives the
constraint
3m'„p"= p„j". (5.10)
This is the analog of the trace of the linearized
massive Einstein equation
3m2h~ = T~
Ot 0 (5.11)
In both cases, these equations determine the non-
dynamical variables y ~ g and h in terms of the
sources, and their apparently singular dependence
on m ' is in fact acceptable when all appropriate
factors are included, in contrast to (5.9), which
involves the true dynamical variables.
Let us now approach the coupling to sources
from the canonical point of view by analyzing the
massive action (4.1) in the presence of a source
term with
and (5.7). In this sense, the m —Odiscontinuity per-
sists inbothsectors. Qf course, just as there are
sources with T„"= 0 in gravity, there are also
supermultiplets such as the (1, —,'), for which both
T„"and y j vanish. On the other hand since there
is also nonconformal supermatter, e.g. , (-,', 0), the
difference in coupling of the trace parts gives rise
to the same discontinuity for the current-current
interaction as arose in the stress-tensor inter-
actions.
The above derivation assumed conservation of
both T„„and j„. Strictly speaking this is no longer
required when the gauge fields acquire mass.
However, as in the gravitational case, one can
see that the m -0 limit is meaningful only for
conserved sources. Specifically, the field equa-
tion
is a global invariant, "where c„ is the conserved
axial-vector current, and this is still the case
when we insert D between all the terms to get
~V.I' = iP.I'+ 0,'i,'-+ P(I';} (5.12)
(I
~
Dt" +'&.~&. "".}— (5.6) Carrying through the reduction as before, we findthat the net coupling has the form
where c„' is now a contact term. Likewise, it
may be shown that the following quantity is also a
global invariant:
(5.7)
Thus, we expect (apart from the irrelevant contact
term) that linearized supergravity leads respectively
to the sums of (5.1) and (5.3) or (5.2) and (5.4),
given in rigid combinations of the invariants (5.6)
-i(t; j; —iyy„j'+ 2ib;j; —(ilm)Xs„j" . (5.13)
We see a nonvanishing coupling of the helicity--,
field X to y ~ j, and there is more than just the
expected TT coupling even as m -0. We see again
from the last term why the current must be con-
served for the limit to exist at all. Had we begun
with the strictly massless theory, with the same
term (5.12), we would have found the coupling to
have the form
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with the characteristic instantaneous term in ad-
dition to the expected TT coupling. The interac-
tions (5.13) and (5.14) correspond respectively to
the interactions (5.4) and (5.3).
VI. HAMILTONIAN FORM OF SUPERGRAVITY
The general Hamiltonian structure of super-
gravity is dictated by its local gauge invariances
and by the geometrically appropriate choices of
initial-value data for the two fields. A suitable
set of degrees of freedom could be taken from
spatial components of the vierbein e„and of the
fermion field g„. As we shall see, the appropriate
fermionic variables are in fact the local compo-
nents g =e" g„rather than g„ itself. "' In ad-
dition to the "pj"kinetic terms in these variables,
there must appear the usual four general covari-
anee constraints with the go„as Lagrange multi-
pliers, six constraints corresponding to freedom
of local vierbein rotations, "and finally a ferm-
ionic constraint due to local supersymmetry,
whose Lagrange multiplier mill be proportional to
the time component of g . The standard count of
variables eliminated by the constraints then gives
the correct number of variables for the tmo gravi-
ton (helicity-2) and fermion (helicity--, ) compo-
nents. " We therefore expect to find that the super-
gravity Lagrangian.
ZBo(e, &d, p) = BeR(e,-&d) Bi&"""'/I/,yby„D—„&,
will take the Hamiltonian form of a gauge system"
~so=& 2eb —2'e" ~brby/&2 &-36"(f/1 8 4)
(6-1)
(6.2)
1) —e 0(38)1/2e2
The supergravity action written entirely in terms
of the local indices (except those connected with
explicit derivatives) reads
—A. BZ B(p, e, p) 2)S(p, e, p)
where (p', P, ) are some suitable set of vierbein
momenta and fermion initial data and the Hamil-
tonian is a sum of constraints. Since even. the
reduction of spin--, fields coupled to gravity is
complicated enough in specially chosen local vier-
bein gauge, "and me are not especially interested
in keeping generality in this sector, we will im-
mediately dispense with the freedom of local orien-
tations and work in the usual time gauge defined
by the six conditions consisting of e', =0= e, to-
gether with vanishing of antisymmetric space
components, e,, —e„.=0. In this gauge, e,,e', = 6„,
and the determinants are related according to
be/'e = e', . [Fixing the local vierbein gauge eli-
minates the 4T constraint term in (6.1). Spatial
vierbein rotation freedom could easily be kept, at
the price of three J,
~
constraint terms in the final
result. ]
Our choice of fermionic variables is made by
requiring that their kinetic term be explicitly
vierbein-independent. It is easy to see from the
action (6.1) that a natural choice is
= (3e)1/2q (3e)1/2ed
1 p, 1
= (--0 "' +0 „'"— ,„" +-, " „)——,'e "'/i y, rB(-,Q„,"g„+ "„s„g,——, „,„'"g,),
(6.3)
where 0 2"= e",e"B(e„e„"—S„e„"). Following Kibble's discussion of the spin--,' case, we group the explicit
v term in Z, &, with the purely gravitational one, writing it as
4'Le(t' p $gg + greg j' gg{dg
The algebraic constraints in the e field equation
1 1 ~
~uB2 2@22a ~123+ ~2~2) bb(orb. ~2+ ~2rB~r ~nr1 4) (6.5)
can be eliminated. They are just the components not involving time derivatives, i.e., 2/„„(1d,~ 2/„, ),{d„,. At this point, the gravitational Lagrangian has become
= ( &)eo II ob(& b —'ie '0 ro/t/b)+ eo { &)[ 2 (v.b' —-'&-') —,', e '(&.y.&b)—']
+ n(22r, /tabb//. b Be 'r, hblb—r, lb 2br, l, bdb—,b)+ e,'[- 2('e)'&(1d)+ .2/t. r, lb'/, .b—+234.r.fb2/. b, ]
in terms of
(6.6)
(e&)o ~elceo ~
{'e)'It{1d)= 2s;(e', 'e&db, -b)+'en„, /d„b 2('e)n, bb/2/„-, +'e/d„b/d„b —'8/d, b, /db„. (6.V)
In arriving at the form (6.6) several important cancellations have occurred, in particular among terms
quadratic in the constraint variable q in. the spinorial terms naturally associated with Z~. Also, we
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(6.8)
Defining the usual Lagrange multipliers
can already note why a necessary condition for a supersymmetric theory is the absence of any g' (or
higher) contact terms in first-order form (or equivalently the presence of just those contact terms cor-
responding to it in second-order form) .Any quartic terms would necessarily have at least a quadratic
dependence on g, . [Terms such as a'~"'(p y, g~)(g„y, g, ), which would be linear in g„vanish identically. ]
Thus one of the surprising properties of supergravity lies in the possibility of having g, enter only as a linear
Lagrange-multiplier coefficient. " Otherwise, there would be no gauge-constraint form. The (d-indepen-
dent part of C, &, decomposes into
~3/2 2 ~ Asy5yylc+ 2~co 8 (Paysry osilc 4ar5Yoe pj4e 24arsrof1$cf 4 4aysyPcoflf)
+ ,'fe'"—qy,y. [2e', s, y, + (s,e', )y, + ,'n„—,y,] .
N—= eo
~
N =eoeoy0 $ 0 & (6.9)
n„'= e', 8'-, (e, '+ e, 's pr'+ x's, e,'). (6.10)
The pxesence of torsion, i.e., derivative coupling, means that the true gravitational momentum must be
translated in (6.6) from its uncoupled form v„ to include appropriate PP terms In .the case of spin -„
this is a rather trivial (though formally complicated) process, because the coefficient S„ofe,e„ is purely
antisymmetric. " Thus, in a coordinate frame in which g,
~
(and hence e„) is diagonal it would disappear.
However, here we encounter both symmetric and antisymmetric terms in QQ. In terms of
(6.11a)
Sgg-=—~if. rlog —4~(& "Ayr, r, &f&g —& "AYr,rgb. ) ~
we define
P', -=e', [('e)v„+&„+S„].
The fina, l form of the action is
'iE'~$—
,y,y P, P',e, '—+N, [D, (e)P "+ i&~~$ y,y,e—', D, (e)P ]
-&[l ('8)'ft(~)+ le '[P .'- l(P'. e)']+ e 'P, (-~"- lS")+ l ~'"P,r,y, ', D, ( )0,+ O'I
+ @[i''~y y e~&D&(u)$ + zie 'y Q&e& P ' —C],
(6.11b)
(6.12)
(6.13)
e'[,'z„'+—,—', (P-,y, P,)' —,'i@'"(g,y,y,—P„)(P,y P,) ],
C = e'4'"y, r.[-4@.(@grata) 84 g(lpga. —)]+ '&'"yg@.(@-.ypala)),
and where the torsion covariant derivative is given
by
D, (~)y, = s, 4. , &o(-„y, —,'~„p"y, ,'e 's, (e)y, ,—
while D, (e) is the usual metric three-covariant
derivative. Note also that we have some torsion
contributions left implicit by using 'R(~) rather
than expr esslng it in terms of 'R(e) and spin den-
sity.
In our spatially symmetric gauge, only the sym-
metric part of p" is the conjugate momentum, and
its antisymmetric part is to be regarded as the bi-
linear expression in Q arising from the antisym-
metric part of S„—=e, ~S~,. For example, the matter
momentum density is partly contained in the
(D)Pe~"' term
While rather complicated algebra, ically, the struc-
ture of (6.13)becomes transparent when guided by our
"prediction" in the fixed vierbein gauge. " In addi-
tion to the bilinear kinetic terms in QQ and pe, we
have the four gravitational constraints N"X„(&j&,p, e)
which involve the energy-momentum density of the
graviton and fermion fields, and the supersym-
metry constraint, qS, whose linearized limit we
recognize from the free-field discussion. The
canonical form (6.13) shares, as it should, with
that of pure gravity the vanishing of the total gen-
erator, in this case the sum of the "Hamiltonians"
K„and the "supercurrent" S. In principle, the
coupled constraint equations can be solved itera-
tively for the constraint variables conjugate to the
desired gauge components, in terms of the reduced
dynamical variables, e.g. „P~~ and the transverse-
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traceless parts of the gravitational data.
The extension of supergravity with mass and
cosmological terms also fits into the present
framework. This is easily seen by expressing
these terms in 3-dimensional form,
~('e) = X(~'e),
m('e)g &'eg, = N(mp, &' Q, )+ q(my'y'p, ),
and adding them to the appropriate constraints.
Note that Lagrange-multiplier form is preserved.
In particular, the special relation A = 3m' char-
acterizing the extension' of supergravity should in
principle be observed from this point of view either
as that value at which the local supersymmetry
algebra (see below) holds, or equivalently as the
value at which the S constraint has a flux-integral
form, as discussed previously.
Our explicit results for the canonical form of the
action may be compared to the very recent beauti-
ful work of Teitelboim. ' There, the structure of
the local constraints (S, 3C, ) is obtained by purely
Hamiltonian arguments, and they are found to
obey a very natural local graded algebra. These
considerations account for the presence of various
otherwise surprising terms in our constraints,
e.g. , the dependence of S on the gravitational mo-
menta, although we have not checked the details of
the algebra from the fundamental commutators and
anticommutators. " From Teitelboim's point of
view the algebra follows just because S is con-
structed to be essentially the square root of the
gravitational Hamiltonian constraint K,.
Finally, we discuss the question of integrated
charges. Because they are gauge generators,
(K„,S) vanish on the mass shell. However, as for
pure gravity, one must be careful in extracting
the corresponding physical quantities. Thus the
total energy-momentum P" of an asymptotically
flat space-time does not vanish because the bound-
ary conditions define preferred Minkowski frames
at infinity. One divides the 3C" into their linearized
and nonlinear parts with respect to the asymptotic
(flat) metric, K'-=K~+'10„'=0. Now the K~ are ef
fectively Laplacian operators on metric compo-
nents, X~ —V'g, and P' is just given by
P' — d'x.'K~ = dS,. ~,.p" = — d'x'X~. 6.15
The same can be done here for the generator S,
and a total fermionic charge Q can be defined
according to
Q = d'xS~ = — d xS~. (6.16)
One would then expect the global supersymmetric
relation lQ, Q)=y"p, to hold and in particular that
trQQ =Pa (6.17)
is valid for the total (asymptotically defined)
"charges. " If this can indeed be accomplished, "
it may simultaneously provide an elegant solution
to the long-standing problem of positive gravita-
tional field energy, since the total energy of super-
gravity would be manifestly positive according to
(6.17).
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